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1.  The Boston Tea Party involved:  A. colonists and native Americans    B. Native 
Americans and the British   C.  Colonists and British   D. British and owners of the 
various tea companies. 
 
2.  The First Continental Congress met with a goal of:  A. beginning to form a new 
government in the colonies   B. deciding how to break free from Great Britain   C. 
attempting to decide the taxation policies   D. beginning to form the territorial boundaries  
of the new America 
 
3.  The American Revolution was:   A. a totally bloodless revolt   B. a relatively peaceful 
revolution   C. a revolution by the colonists against the controlling British government   
D. led by the British to control the Native Americans in Boston 
 
4.  The Stamp Act was:  A. a method of the British paying the Americans   B. a method 
of collecting funds from the Americans for Great Britain   C.  a method of  collecting 
taxes from the British to aid the Americans   D. a method of collecting taxes without 
giving stamps. 
 
5. Great Britain and France during the mid 1760’s:  A. were great allies   B. came 
together to divide the new America    C.  spoke the same language  D. were in 
competition for the new American territories. 
 
6. The Quebec Act:  A. divided the new America between France & Great Britain  B. 
divided the new America between Spain and Great Britain   C.  divided  the new America 
between France & Spain    D.  did not divide the new America 
 
7.The Declaration of Independence was: A. a formal announcement to the remainder of 
the world that Britain was now free of France   B. a formal announcement to the world 
that  France had nothing more to do with America   C. an announcement to the world that 
America would have no political dealings with any other country   D. an announcement 
that America was now free of all British control 
 
8. The major theme of the American Revolution was:   A.  “. . .we want freedom. . .”   
B. :”. . .no taxation without representation. . .”     C.  “. . . .don’t shoot until you see the 
whites of their eyes. . . .”    D. “. . .don’t give up Boston. . ..” 
 
 
 
 
 
   



SHORT RESPONSE: 
 
The American Revolution was fought because: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Federalists were in favor of ____ and the anti-Federalists feared ____.  Give reasons for 
your responses.  
 


